Compositional Modeling:
Compositional Modeling Challenges
Define ADL features and semantic composition rules -Good level of abstraction (architecture vs component) -Concise and intuitive for architecture developer -Permit checks for consistency and completeness -Permit modular and modifiable architecture specification Support the development process -Traceability between well-structured specifications, models, analyses -Provide design decision insight (e.g. traceable parametric analyses) -Generate models useful during implementation and verification We assume M S ' is given (e.g. a specification)
We want to show the abstraction is "safe" with respect to the fully detailed compositional model.
M S '

Types of Models
Linear Hybrid Automata for timing/sequencing Stochastic Automata for safety/reliability
Honeywell Laboratories
Abstract Linear Hybrid Automata Thread Model
Definition of a classical periodic real-time thread.
Concrete Linear Hybrid Automata Thread Model
Stopped ∂c=0, ∂t=1 t≤200000
? t=200000 t←0, c←0, r←0 assert t≤200000
Initializing ∂c={0,1}, ∂t=1 c≤90000 Starting ∂c={0,1}, ∂t=1 c≤90000
Computing ∂c={0,1}, ∂r=0, ∂t=1 c≤90000 Recovering ∂c=0, ∂r={0,1}, ∂t=1 r≤10000 Awaiting_Dispatch ∂c=0, ∂r=0, ∂t=1 t≤200000 assert t≤200000
When is the Abstract Model Safe?
The abstraction is safe if t'≤deadline at thread completion in abstract model implies t≤deadline in concrete model.
We show the set of reachable states of the concrete model is a subset of the reachable states of the abstract model according to the abstraction mapping:
failed → failed' initializing, starting, computing, recovering → computing' stopped, awaiting dispatch → awaiting dispatch' t → t' c+r → c'
Proving Containment
Apply a region enumeration algorithm to both models. Check for polyhedral containment subject to the abstraction mapping.
This succeeds for any given compute rate, but we need to argue that the abstract model can be substituted for the concrete in a system consisting of composed concrete models. S is a scheduler function.
Restricting the Scheduler Function
S is a scheduling function for a system of concrete models S' is a scheduling function when some are replaced by abstract models Transient Analysis -Lumpable abstractions have precisely defined transition rates, so transient analyses for safe probability of being in an abstract state appears to hold (using time-varying equality notion of safety) -For non-lumpable abstractions, might approach this with a looser definition for safe abstraction.
